WOODFORCE addresses wood floor care and takes it a step further by removing the mystery and intimidation so often associated with wood floors. WOODFORCE is an oil modified urethane program designed to be user-friendly, easy to use, and to provide a strong, durable, protective coating. It is a complete assortment that provides ease and convenience and one-stop availability from your authorized Spartan Distributor.

For a listing of materials and equipment required for lining a gym floor, refer to Spartan’s WOODFORCE OMU 50 Finish Informative Bulletin. This may be obtained from your Authorized Spartan Distributor or accessed via Fax on Demand, toll free at 888-383-4666 or Spartan’s web-site, www.spartanchemical.com.

For Professional Use Only

Some materials may require special handling or application. Please refer to the appropriate Material Safety Data Sheet, label and Informative Bulletin. Always wear proper protective equipment.

© SCC 2008
Various solutions with different dilutions are possible with WOODFORCE Strategic Cleaner.

UNIVERSAL APPLICATIONS
This four-in-one cleaner, spot cleaner, tack rag cleaner, or pre-finish treatment is for use on all types of sealed natural wood and all synthetic/impregnated flooring, laminates and resilient flooring.

NO RESIDUE BUILD-UP
NO HARSH DETERGENTS
The pale green, fragrance free, multi-faceted formulation cleans without residue build-up and without harsh detergents. WOODFORCE Strategic Cleaner contains no ammonia. Gently diminishes dirt on hardwood floors and can be used daily as part of a scheduled maintenance program, or as a pre-cleaner during the finishing or recoating process.

QUICK DRY AND NO RINSE
The quick drying, no rinse feature of WOODFORCE Strategic Cleaner saves time and labor. A beneficial product to any well-sealed professional wood floor care maintenance program.

SAFELY REMOVES RESIDUES
Formulated for use on urethane finished wood floors, WOODFORCE Strategic Cleaner is gentle enough not to dull finish, yet safely removes oily residue left behind from various treatments, activities and gym mats.
Spartan’s WOODFORCE Maintainer is a ready-to-use, bulk packaged, dust mop treatment, formulated especially for use on natural hardwood floors.

HOLDS DUST AND LINT IN SUSPENSION
WOODFORCE Maintainer picks up dust and lint, holding it in suspension to prevent re-scattering of debris. The opaque white, non-viscous liquid has a fresh scent, making it pleasant to use, and the non-flammable formula makes using it safe. Daily use of WOODFORCE Maintainer greatly reduces wear and abrasion of the wood finish coating, protecting the floor and enhancing the overall natural beauty of the wood.

HIGHLIGHT THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF WOOD
All natural wood floors benefit from daily use of WOODFORCE Maintainer. The natural beauty of wood is enhanced with proper and daily maintenance. For use in commercial, institutional and residential environments finished by commercial applicators, as well as site-specific venues such as athletic floors, stage floors and multi-activity wood floors.

COMPATIBILITY
Use WOODFORCE Maintainer daily or as often as needed to keep floors clean from dust, lint and debris. The unique daily wood care formula actually helps to maintain the floor and floor finish. Use WOODFORCE Maintainer as a dust mop treatment prior to refinishing and recoating for total removal of dust from floors, overhead supports and permanent fixtures. When used as directed, WOODFORCE Maintainer prevents dust and debris from appearing on the floor after sealer and finish have been applied.

SPECIFICATION DATA
Total Active Ingredients — 13.0%
Appearance — White emulsion
Odor — Pleasant, fresh scent
Weight per gallon — 8.30 lbs. (density 0.99)
Flash point (T.C.C.) — > 212°F

PACKAGING
WOODFORCE Maintainer is available in 330-gallon reusable totes; DOT-approved 275-gallon totes; HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) 55, 30 and 15-gallon drums; 5-gallon pails; and gallons, four per case. Label copy is provided in English. Spanish copy available upon request.

WOODFORCE OMU 33 Sealer is composed with 33% solids. OMU 33 Sealer provides a deep penetrating wood seal to properly prepare wood and provide surface build for new or freshly sanded wood floors. The clear tan seal has a sweet resinous aroma and is made of top grade oil modified polyurethane. Proper sealing of wood floors prior to finishing preserves and highlights the natural beauty of wood while adding an economical base preparation to protect wood’s natural resiliency.

VARIOUS VENUES
Use on athletic floors, stage floors, gymnasium floors, multi-activity floors. Use on commercial, institutional and residential natural wood floors finished by commercial applicators. For use only on freshly sanded or new natural wood floors.

SPECIFICATION DATA
Total Active Ingredients — 33%
Appearance — Clear light tan
Odor — Sweet resinous
Weight per gallon — 7.05 lbs. (density 0.847)
Flash point (T.C.C.) — 101°F
Coverage — 350 – 500 sq. ft. per gallon

NOTE: Typical high school basketball court (playing area) is 4,200 sq. ft. Outside court boundaries will add to this significantly.

PACKAGING
WOODFORCE OMU 33 Sealer is available in steel 5-gallon pails; metal gallons, four per case. Label copy is provided in English. Spanish copy available upon request.
1. Drum sanding
2. Edge sanding
3. Screening and vacuuming
4. Tack ragging
5. Applying OMU 33 Sealer with a heavy weighted T-bar
6. Applying OMU 50 Finish with an on-board tank type applicator
7. Dust mopping with Maintainer
8. Spot cleaning with A-Tack or Strategic Cleaner

A 50% solids finish providing a strong, extremely durable coating. WOODFORCE OMU 50 Finish has a sweet resinous aroma and is made of top grade of modified polyurethane. OMU 50 Finish is free from toxicity and objectionable odors. The high solid content of OMU 50 Finish provides a deep, mirror-like gloss. OMU 50 Finish has excellent color reflection, slip resistance and resists black marks. The static coefficient of friction is 0.65, which is considered by the experts to be ideal for sports and multi-activity wood floors. The quick dry time and slip-free dry film coat

NATURAL WOOD FLOORS WOODFORCE OMU 50 Finish is an excellent finish for natural wood floors. Exceptional product performance is achieved on gymnasium floors and other athletic floors, stage floors, multi-activity wood floors, and other commercial and residential wood floors. OMU 50 Finish protects and enhances the beauty of real wood floors. Use OMU 50 Finish on new wood floors or for recoating floors that have been previously finished.

EASY APPLICATION Easy application is achieved with WOODFORCE OMU 50 Finish. The low viscosity allows easy and fast application and excellent leveling. Apply with Padco’s “Big Foot Floor Coater” (heavy weighted T-bar), or an on-board tank release type applicator such as an E-Z Way. Lamb’s wool type applicators may also be used.

SPECIFICATION DATA
- Total active ingredients — 50%
- Appearance — Clear light tan
- Odor — Sweet resinous
- Weight per gallon — 7.23 lbs.
(0.868 density)
- Flash point (T.C.C.) — 110°F
- Coverage — 500 – 600 sq. ft. per gallon

NOTE: Typical high school basketball court (playing area) is 4,200 sq. ft. Outside court boundaries will add to this significantly.

PACKAGING WOODFORCE OMU 50 Finish is available in steel 5-gallon pails; and metal gallons, four per case. Label copy is provided in English. Spanish copy available upon request.